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President’s Message
As my tenure as President comes to an end, I express my appreciation to all those
individual and business that help make the Utah Chapter of Community Associations
Institute (UCCAI) great. Thank you to those who serve on the Board and the various
Committees. Thank you to Mindy for what she does as the Chapter’s Executive Director.
And, thank you to everyone who supports the UCCAI events throughout the year.
This past year, we started the process of overhauling the UCCAI website and I look forward
to getting it ﬁnished. I also look forward the Gala event that is being planned for 2020. Our
Chapter has not done one of these events before and I hope that it will be well supported
by all members of UCCAI and others.
By Quinn Sperry
Attorney at Morris Sperry

While serving on the UCCAI Board for the past four years, I have been involved in
numerous discussions about our industry. Some of those discussions lead to the
Chapter’s drafting and adoption of our mission statement, and I encourage all those who
are members of UCCAI and others in the community association industry to strive to
adhere to and achieve UCCAI’s mission in whatever role you hold in the industry (i.e.
manager, board member, community member, landscaper, insurance provider, attorney,
accountant, etc.).
Our mission is to improve Community Associations in Utah.
To achieve this mission, we will:
(1) Provide education and networking opportunities to Community Association
Volunteer Leaders (Board Members), Community Association Managers, Business
Partners, and Legislators;
(2) Strive to enhance the quality of operations and management of Community
Associations;
(3) Advocate on behalf of Community Associations through legislation;
(4) Elevate the image and reputation of Community Associations;
(5) Follow a code of conduct adopted by Utah Chapter of Community Associations
Institute (UCCAI) at chapter sponsored events; and
(6) Solicit input from owners and residents in Community Associations.

From Left to Right:
Ed Tallerico of RBM / 5Star Facility Services,
Utah Lt. Governor Spencer J. Cox,
Mindy Knudsen, UCCAI Executive Director
at the annual legislative luncheon.

Executive Director
Board Leadership Development Course
Hello UCCAI Managers and Business Partners,
Take the opportunity to host a Board Leadership Development course and reach out to
even more homeowners. Learn more details about the course here:
https://www.caionline.org/LearningCenter/Education-for-Homeowners/Pages/default.aspx

By Mindy Knudsen
Executive Director
UCCAI

This course can be oﬀered to both homeowners and managers as training. Your company
may purchase the program and materials from UCCAI and host the course in partnership
with UCCAI. You pick the dates and location. The Chapter will post the event on the UCCAI
website, send email blasts advertising the course and register participants. You will receive
the participant list and be responsible for running the course. CAI national will also receive
a copy of the participant list. You will need to provide qualiﬁed instructors that the Board
approves, venue and any food you serve during the course. The Chapter will have a
representative present on the ﬁrst day of the course to make announcements as well as
general information about CAI.
The full course and packets may be purchased for $32 per person. Purchase requests must
be made at least one month prior to the class. Every BLDW course is open to all
homeowners, board members, etc. who wish to register and participate. BLDW ﬂiers from
national and links to the Chapter email blasts will be provided for your own advertising.
Please ensure that you do not send additional advertising on behalf of CAI regarding the
course that implies in any way that you speak or act on behalf of CAI. Those companies in
violation of this policy will no longer be allowed to host the BLDW course for a duration
determined by the UCCAI Board.
If you are interested in running a course, contact me for more details. Mindy Knudsen,
801-899-9522, info@uccai.com

The sun rising through Corner Canyon as the
2019 UCCAI Golf Tournament participants
register

Splitting the Vote
What to Do With Multiple Owners and One Vote

By Carson B. Bagley
Owner/Member/Partner
Jenkins Bagley, PLLC

It is not uncommon for lots or
units within a homeowner
association to be owned by two
or more persons, such as joint
ownership by a husband and
wife. Joint ownership of a lot or
unit within a homeowner
association results in one
membership standing in the
name of two or more persons –
which may create a problem if
the joint owners do not agree on
how a vote should be cast.

Joint owners constitute one member of the association; as such,
the joint owners only have one vote as a single member of the
homeowner association. If the joint owners do not agree on
how the vote should be cast, the association may be faced with
a dilemma in regard to counting the vote for that member.
In Utah, most homeowner associations are organized as
non-proﬁt associations under the Utah Revised Nonproﬁt
Corporation Act (Utah Code §16-6a-101) and are, therefore,
governed by the provisions that act. As such, unless the
homeowner association’s bylaws state otherwise regarding split
voting of a member, if the membership record is in the names
of two or more persons and only one of those persons vote, that
vote binds all of the joint owners. (See Utah Code
§16-6a-711(3)(a).) However, if more than one of the joint owner’s
vote, the vote is divided on a pro-rata basis. (See Utah Code
§16-6a-711(3)(b).)

An association’s bylaws may address the situation of
counting the vote of joint owners in a number of ways.
The following provision is one way this situation may
be addressed in the homeowner association’s bylaws:
In the event there is more than one (1) owner of a
particular unit/lot, or the owner of a unit/Lot is a trust
or an entity, the voting relating to such unit/lot shall be
exercised by the primary designee. A vote cast at any
association meeting by the primary designee, whether
in person or by proxy, shall be conclusively presumed
to be the vote attributable to the unit/lot concerned. In
the event there is no primary designee, or there arises
a dispute as to who is the primary designee, the vote
involved for such unit/lot shall not be counted for any
purpose whatsoever, other than to determine whether
a quorum exists.
As in all cases related to voting by members of a
homeowner association, it is crucial to review and be
familiar with the homeowner association’s bylaws and
other governing documents. Moreover, to avoid
disputes, should this issue arise in your homeowner
association, it is crucial that the homeowner
association’s bylaws address the issue of counting
votes by joint owners in a manner consistent with
Utah’s statutes.

Passwords & Security
Protecting Yourself in the Digital World

I was reminded recently to annually update my passwords help deter being a victim of a
growing problem, cyber-crime. My reminder came by an unfortunate incident from a friend of
mine; his ﬁnancial advisor alerted him that someone had attempted to withdraw $150,000 from
his retirement account. The thief had access to a whole host of his private information and
some of his passwords. When I asked him when the last time he had updated his passwords
was, he replied never.

By Christopher J. DeLong,
CAM, CMCA, AMS
Vice President Client
Fulﬁllment Nevada/Utah
CCMC

Last year I was fortunate to attend a citizen’s academy hosted by the Federal Bureau of
Investigation. The FBI as well as the local police departments, host citizen’s academies to bring
together business leaders to learn about what they do and how they do it— approximately
thirteen weeks of great information. One of these sessions had to do with the growing evolution
of fraud, especially cybercrime. We learned most of the cyber criminals reside in foreign
countries, the live in houses stacked with computer equipment working on ways to separate you
from your money. One of the largest and most successful criminal programs was the Ransom
Virus. We were told that virtually everyone in the US either was a victim himself or herself or
knew someone who was a victim of this crime….
The law enforcement experts provided some valuable suggestions to make it more diﬃcult for
criminals.
Passwords
All passwords should be changed annually. Most of you, like me, have a thousand some-odd
passwords from banking to my son’s baseball team. How are we expected to not only know
these but also change them every year, right? They provided a great recommendation. First, try
to categorize your passwords: ﬁnancial (banks, retirement, credit cards), online accounts
(Amazon, DoorDash, etc.), social (Instagram, Twitter, webpages) and family (Jack’s baseball team,
the vet etc.). Next, they recommended you develop a simple saying, something easily
remembered like, “I am a great skier” to be used in part of your password, use the ﬁrst or last
letters in words like iAaGs. Next, add a number; do not try to use your birthday or other highly
recognizable number, they recommend something like your work anniversary in reverse “4102”.
Next, add a unique identiﬁer for the account such as Facebook “fb” and ﬁnally a symbol like *.
The ﬁnished password would look something like iAaGs4102fb*. This gives you a twelve-digit
code, which can be remembered easily, widely used, and updated annually.
Debit Cards
Professionals strongly recommend not using debit cards due to the high frequency of card
skimmer fraud. Card skimmer devices can be easily attached to the outside or inside of a card
reader at a gas pump, ATM, or card reader at the convenient store. If you are like me, you
generally check your account once a month. If you see money missing then you have to dispute
with the bank. The fact is you are out the money unless they can prove a crime has happened.
Credit card companies have diﬀerent policies for dealing with fraud, most of the time you are
not out the money while they investigate. Honestly, after this class, I went home and locked our
debit cards away.
The techniques are not a guarantee you will never be a victim, but it will sure make it more
diﬃcult for anyone to take advantage of you.

Irrigation Winterization
Prepare Your Irrigation Systems for the Season Ahead

As we near the end of our landscape season, many of us are enjoying the remaining last few
warm days before our winter season sets. Having a beautiful green lawn during these fall days is
one source of that enjoyment. But soon the temperatures will dip below that freezing point, and
the opportunity for frozen irrigation lines will follow. Repairing or replacing components in the
spring can be a costly endeavor. Performing a proper winterization (aka sprinkler blowout) can
help save you dollars, and ensure your irrigation system is ready to go next year when you’re
ready to once again enjoy those warm, sunny days.
By Jeremy Bailey
Business Development
BrightView Landscapes
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Detailed below is a comprehensive, step by step account of how to winterize your system.
Please also refer to the accompanying pictures which identiﬁes some of the components
mentioned, to further help clarify how to winterize your irrigation system.

Secure air compressor with an output of 50-90 PSI.
Anything more than 90 PSI will potential damage the
components of your irrigation system
Align compressor within working distance of the
backﬂow assembly (hose length is 20-50ft).
Visually inspect the backﬂow assembly, identify make
model and size and how you are going to hook up
(hooking into the canopy, a test cock, blow out port or
quick coupler).
Shut oﬀ the up leg and down leg ball valves and open
test cocks (ball valves are shut when they are
perpendicular to piping).
Find point of connection (most often located inside your
basement) and turn oﬀ
Return to backﬂow assembly and open both ball valves
that had been previously shut oﬀ
Return to point of connection and remove drain cap (if
equipped) and have bucket and hose on the ready to
drain supply line. Leave valve in oﬀ position
(perpendicular to piping)
Wait for all water to stop ﬂowing
Return to backﬂow and hook up compressor ﬁttings and
hose (generally hook up to Test Cocks and will need
proper ﬁttings)
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●
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Isolate air ﬂow by shutting the up leg ball valve
Turn on a zone manually from a valve or from the
controller
Start your compressor and pressurize the irrigation line
slowly (opening the airway to fast will result in broken
irrigation components)
As the zones are blowing out watch each zone to ensure
the majority of the water is removed from the pipes (2-4
min per zone depending on size) and make sure that all
zones come on.
Any zones that don’t automatically ﬁre need to be turned
on manually at the valves.
Record any damages that occur during winterization
As the winterization is wrapping up leave a zone running
and shut oﬀ the compressor (this lets the remaining air
escape the system)
Remove equipment, set both ball valves and all test cocks
on the backﬂow to 45 degree angles (this allows any
moisture remaining behind the ball seats to dissipate over
time)
Set controller to oﬀ position but leave the controller
plugged in (continually unplugging the controller causes
damage to vital internal components)
Any valves that were opened manually need to be turned
back oﬀ

New HUD/FHA Changes
Updated Guidelines for FHA Financing in Condominiums

If you’ve ever worked with a Condo Association to obtain project approval for FHA ﬁnancing,
you are aware that the process can be cumbersome. It involves gathering and presenting
governing documents, ﬁnancial statements, and insurance policies, among other required
documentation and certiﬁcations.
Sometimes, applications are denied on inconsistent bases and additional documents are
requested by the Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”) before approval
is granted. An association must prove it has adequate reserves and at times demonstrate it
has kept up on appropriate maintenance for the age of the project.

By Tyler S. LaMarr
Attorney
Miller Harrison LLC

On August 14, 2019 HUD announced publication of the long-awaited ﬁnal regulation, and
policy implementation guidance, which establish a new condominium approval process. 1
The new guidelines are intended to streamline the process and increase the number of FHA
loans.
HUD recognizes that condominium projects have become a source of aﬀordable
homeownership and HUD secretary Ben Carson desires to encourage and facilitate
homeownership by facilitating more FHA loans.
Here are the key points to be aware of:
●
●

●

●

The new policy goes into eﬀect on October 15, 2019;
The new policy introduces a new single-unit approval process to make it easier
for individual condominium units to be eligible;
○
Individual units may be eligible so long as no more than 10% of individual
units are FHA insured (no more than 2 in a project with 10 or fewer units)
The new policy will allow for approval of more mixed-use projects (buildings with
both commercial and residential units). The new policy oﬀers ﬂexibility to adapt to
market conditions. Deviations from the long-standing guidelines will be published
in reaction to varying market conditions. This allows HUD discretion to approve
projects even if:
○
Owner-occupancy status is less than 50%
○
FHA concentration of loans in the project exceeds 50%
○
Or reserve contributions are less than 10% of the annual budget
The new policy provides that any unit that is occupied by the owner as his or her
place of abode for any portion of the calendar year other than as a principal
residence and that is not rented for a majority of the calendar year shall count
towards the total number of owner occupied units.

Although the new policy will allow spot approval of an individual condo unit in an otherwise
unapproved project, most condominium associations will still desire to pursue project wide
approval so that the concentration of loans exceed 10%.
The ﬁnal rule also publishes helpful HUD responses to public comments that provide
insight on HUD’s approval process and general eligibility for FHA approval.

1 https://www.hud.gov/press/press_releases_media_advisories/HUD_No_19_121

New Hues

Color Trends for Condos and Apartment Buildings
Keeping your multi-family property looking fresh and inviting is important if you want to
attract new customers and keep existing residents. Anne Diedrich, interior designer at
Sherwin-Williams, believes a well-thought-out color scheme can provide distinction in a
crowded market.
Color speaks to the heart and the mind; it makes a statement and creates a ﬁrst
impression. The paint color you choose can say “Come on in!” or “Run for your life!”
But let’s face it, choosing the right colors for a multi-family facility can be a challenge; you
aren’t trying to please just one person, but a multitude of people (both residents and their
guests), and painting or repainting a multi-family facility is a big investment, so you don’t
want to make any mistakes.
By Amy Makeever
Commercial Marketing Associate
CertaPro Painters of Salt Lake City

Here are some tips for choosing the right paint colors for both the interior and exterior of
your multi-family facility.
Exterior Paint Colors
Diedrich says, “You have one chance to make a great ﬁrst
impression. With all the technology people use to look for
homes ― from tablets to smartphones to computers ―
exteriors really do need to make an impact, and not just in
person.”
There are three main factors you’ll want to consider when
choosing the exterior color of your condo or apartment
building: the architecture of the building, the neighborhood
and region, and your potential buyers or residents.
Trending exterior color combinations include…

Coastal Calm – A combination of vibrant and clean colors that exude warmth with pastel ﬂourishes that create a fresh,
airy, and optimistic look.
Urban Organic – Earthy, yet cosmopolitan colors that are totally fresh.
Rustic Sun – A traditional southwestern palette with a rustic twist that includes browns, terra cottas, coppers and cactus
greens.
Warm Neutrals – Foundational hues of red, yellow, and browns undertones.
Cool Neutrals – Foundational hues with blue, gray, and green undertones.
Interior Paint Colors
Ashley Banbury, Sherwin-Williams color specialist for the
multi-family market, says a common misconception is that walls in a
multi-family unit must be white. That simply isn’t true. When
choosing interior paint colors, consider the demographics of your
residents. Generally, older individuals prefer warmer neutral colors
while younger people tend to be drawn to cooler neutrals.
Today, people – particularly Millennials – are spending more time in
the common areas socializing with their friends and neighbors, and
they want those rooms to feel like home. If you want to go beyond
the neutrals, here are three trending interior color combinations…
Global Adventure Palette – Global saturated hues paired with earthy neutrals.
Soft Minimalism Palette – A dusty collection of tinted neutrals inﬂuenced by stillness.
Virtual Pop Palette – Colors inspired by the high-energy pops of color in our virtual world.

UCCAI Committees
2019/2020 BOARD MEMBERS
Robert Rosing, Wrona /Dubois (At Large) – President
Ryan Wimmer, CCMC (Manager) – President Elect
Michael Miller, Miller Harrison (At Large) – Secretary
Lauren DeVoe, Morris Sperry (Business Partner) –Treasurer
Scott Anderson (Manager)

COMMUNICATIONS /
PUBLICATIONS
Michael Miller - Liaison
Stephen Aina - Chair
Ryan Newton, CMCA
Eric Harker
Melyssa Davidson
Jen Seals, CMCA, AMS
Monica Gonzales
Quinn Sperry

MARKETING
Lauren DeVoe - Liaison
Ed Tallerico - Chair
Patsy Young
Robert Baird, CMCA
Rosalie Woolshlager
Josh Jensen
Béat Koszinowski, CIC, CIRMS

SOUTHERN UTAH
EDUCATION
Robert Rosing - Liaison
Andrew Blonquist - Chair
Blake Johnson
Peter Harrison
Crystal Coburn
Lara Valenzuela, CMCA, AMS, PCAM
Neil Schiﬀman
John Morris
Jessica Cullimore
Joseph Morgan

EVENTS
Ryan Wimmer – Liaison
Tyler LaMarr – Chair
Jeﬀ Wheeler – Co-chair
Barry Wilkins
Scott Welker
Amy Makeever

Scott Anderson, CMCA, AMS – Liaison
Kamarie Naase, CMCA, AMS, PCAM - Chair
David Houston, CMCA, AMS, PCAM
Jerry Jensen, CMCA, AMS
Luke Udy
Carson Bagley
Greg Gardner, CMCA, AMS

LEGISLATIVE ACTION COMMITTEE
Bruce Jenkins, CCAL – Chair
Michael Johnson, CMCA, AMS, PCAM – Vice Chair
Jason Sucher – Treasurer/Fundraising Vice Chair
Ryan Bonham - Secretary
Quinn Sperry – Leg. Analysis Chair
Tyler LaMarr - Leg. Analysis Vice Chair
David Houston, CMCA, AMS, PCAM – Public & Leg.
Relations Chair
Dale Giﬀord, CMCA, AMS, PCAM, RS – Public & Leg.
Relations Vice Chair
Jerry Jensen, CMCA, AMS – Fundraising Chair
Jill Candland
Ray Kimber
Lincoln Hobbs, CCAL
Béat Koszinowski

UCCAI Membership
June 28, 2019 – September 30, 2019
NEW MEMBERS

Wendy Carney, CMCA
Doug A Lawes
Grace Burns
Jeffrey A. Ulm, CMCA, AMS, PCAM
Kandace Brewster
Aimee Toner
Justine Muhlestein
Brooke Pagano-laulu
Robin L. Storey, CMCA
Keith Pequeno
Jessica Richards
Liz Bee
KC Ross
Joel Madsen
Stephen Dowling, CMCA, AMS
Jackie Ambridge
Chelsea Blodgett
Alex Cuevas
Mariah Cuevas
Jeffery Garner
Cori Martin
Shelly Mauchley
Keri Steers
Devin Valentine
Russ Parry
Robert Charles Blackwood, CMCA, AMS
Kara Follis
Rebecca Webster
Felicia Summerlin

CAI Members and Guests
teeing oﬀ at the 2019 UCCAI
Golf Tournament

REJOINED MEMBERS
Shawn Dell Griffiths
Bryan Farley, RS
Keasia Howard
Gary Lynn Heslington

RENEWED MEMBERS
Thomas S. Cartwright, CMCA
Buffy Mayerstein
Daine Smith, CMCA
Bart Caley
Val Weight
Jenai Olga Reid, CMCA, AMS
Kurt Barlow
Blake Cox
Tracey Curtis
Richard Dicharo
Gordon Jacobs
Phillip Russell McNeal, CMCA

RENEWED MEMBERS
Neil Schiffman
Amy Thomas
Jens Johanson
Brian W. Morgan, Esq.
Tyler Lamarr, Esq.
Kyler Lysle Lewis, CMCA
Mick Thomas Lierd
Joseph B. Holland
Stacy Brown
Makenzie Boothe, CMCA, AMS
LaMond Woods, CIRMS
Amy Baird
Tod Bean, CMCA
Stacy Herman
Bob Lund
Tina Larie Karren
Connie Taylor, CMCA, AMS
Kris J. Thomas
Adam David Shaw

UCCAI Designations
Name

Name

Alvarez, Margaret, CMCA, AMS

Hobbs, Lincoln, CCAL

Anderson, Scott, CMCA, AMS

Hopkinson, Sheralyn, CMCA, AMS

Polvere, Stephen, CMCA, AMS

Atchley, Bradley, CMCA, AMS, PCAM

Houston, David, CMCA, AMS, PCAM

Reid, Jenai, CMCA, AMS

Biesinger, Andrew, CMCA, AMS

Jenkins, Bruce, CCAL

Richards, John, CCAL

Blackwood, Robert, CMCA, AMS

Jensen, Jerry, CMCA, AMS

Riding, Kati, CMCA, AMS, PCAM

Cardon, Coralynn, CMCA, AMS, PCAM

Jensen, Joshua, CMCA, AMS

Seals, Jennifer, CMCA, AMS

DeLong, Christopher, CMCA, AMS

Johnson, Michael, CMCA, AMS, PCAM

Shifman, Rebecca, AMS

Deming, Megan, CMCA, AMS

Kailing, Justin, CMCA, AMS

Simmons, Shaun, CMCA, AMS, PCAM

Elliott, Alan, CMCA, AMS

Koszinowski, Béat ,CIRMS

Spillane, Cindy, CMCA, AMS, PCAM

FCS Community Management, , AAMC

Kramer, Dixie, CMCA, AMS

Stucki, Susan, CMCA, AMS

Gamvroulas, Suzanne, CMCA, AMS

McGlone, Missy ,CIRMS

SunWest Management, AAMC

Gardner, Greg, CMCA, AMS

Morris, John, CCAL

Taylor, Connie, CMCA, AMS

Gifford, Dale, CMCA, AMS, PCAM, RS

Naase, Kamarie, CMCA, AMS, PCAM

Valenzuela, Lara, CMCA, AMS, PCAM

Grover, Shelley, PCAM

Newton, Ryan, CMCA, AMS

Webster, Brian, CMCA, AMS

Guggenheim, Joanne, AMS, PCAM

Peters, Adam, CMCA, AMS

Woods, LaMond, CIRMS

CAI Members and Guests head to their ﬁrst
holes at the 2019 UCCAI Golf Tournament

Name

UCCAI 2019 Sponsors
DIAMOND SPONSOR

GOLD SPONSORS

PLATINUM SPONSOR

SOUTHERN UTAH SPONSORS
CCMC
Community Association Management
FCS Community Management
Jenkins Bagley

NATIONAL CORPORATE SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS
The Buckner Company
Union Bank
Mutual of Omaha Bank
Advantage Management
Complex Solutions
BrightView Landscape Services

Alliance Association Bank
Allied Universal
Association Dues Assurance Corporation (ADAC)
BrightView Landscape Services
CertaPro Painters
CINC Systems
Ian H. Graham Insurance
Malarkey Rooﬁng Products
McGowan Program Administrators
MiddleOak
Mutual of Omaha Bank@Community Association
Banking & CondoCerts
Owens Corning
Paciﬁc Premier Bank
Popular Association Banking
PPG Paints
Reserve Advisors, Inc.
Servpro
SOLitude Lake Management
TOPS Software, LLC
Union Bank Homeowners Association Services
V3 Insurance Partners

